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“GOOD SIDE” “BAD SIDE” – TEXT 
ANALYSIS 
•  Lanyon witnesses Mr. Hyde turning into Dr. Jekyll, ultimately this brings about his death. 

•  When Dr. Jekyll first concocts his potion he wants to separate his pure and good side from his 
base and evil side so he may pursue religion and charity without the desire for sin the one half, 
ad go his own way in the other half without the moral conscience to hinder his pleasure. 

•  Dr. Jekyll is not completely honest with himself; he only desire the second, not the first. 



“GOOD SIDE” “BAD SIDE” – TEXT 
ANALYSIS 
•  Dr. Jekyll is not successful in his goal.  He success in separating his purely evil side in the form 

of Mr. Hyde, but there is no good counterpart.  He remains the same hypocritical and mixed 
Henry Jekyll he has always been.   

•  This indicates he was incorrect in his assumption that men have a good and evil nature. 



“GOOD SIDE” “BAD SIDE” – TEXT 
ANALYSIS 
•  Jekyll considers that Hyde is a mask for him to wear that he may go out and do whatever he 

wants without fear of being found out. 

•  As Jekyll’s narrative progresses, however, we see that Hyde appears to be more himself and 
more real than Jekyll. 

•  Jekyll remains hypocritical and conflicted in his desires. 

•  Jekyll is the mask that Hyde puts on to escape the consequences of his actions. 



“GOOD SIDE” “BAD SIDE” – TEXT 
ANALYSIS 
•  Hyde thinks of Jekyll the way “the mountain bandit remembers the cavern in which he conceals 

himself from pursuit.” 

•  One example we see of this is that even after he decides to be done with Hyde, he retains the 
house in Soho and the sets of clothes belonging to Hyde. 



“GOOD SIDE” “BAD SIDE” – TEXT 
ANALYSIS 
•  It is uncertain who writes the last line of Dr. Jekyll’s letter. 

•  Jekyll may be referring to himself in the third person when he says, “…I bring the life of that 
unhappy Henry Jekyll to an end.” 

•  However, it is quite possible that Jekyll has once again transformed, and Hyde is finishing off the 
confession. 

•  In the end, Hyde, despairing of ever recreating the potion and having his hiding place in Jekyll, 
kills Jekyll and thus himself. 



“GOOD SIDE” “BAD SIDE” – CULTURAL 
ANALYSIS 
•  Does our culture believe that humans are mostly good or mostly bad? 

•  Have you ever heard of someone who truly lived a double life? 

•  What is the public reaction when these sorts of people are exposed? 



“GOOD SIDE” “BAD SIDE” – BIBLICAL 
ANALYSIS 
•  In Robert Louis Stevenson’s story Markheim, the narrator, who has just murdered a 

shopkeeper, has a conversation with the Devil (or is it an angel?).  In this conversation, he seeks 
to justify his actions:  “Evil and good run strong in me, haling me both ways.  I do not love the 
one thing, I love all.  I can conceive great deeds, renunciations, martyrdoms; and though I be 
fallen to such a crime as murder, pity is no stranger to my thoughts…I prize love, I love honest 
laughter; there is no good thing nor true thing on earth but I love it from my heart.”  How is 
this narrator like Dr. Jekyll? 

•  What does Luke 16:13 have to say about these ideas? 



“GOOD SIDE” “BAD SIDE” – BIBLICAL 
ANALYSIS 
•  According to Romans 1:21-32, what punishment is brought upon a people who indulge and 

feed their sins?  

–  How does Jekyll learn this lesson? 

•  How is a Christian’s struggle with sin different from Jekyll’s struggle with Hyde? 

–  Romans 7:14-25 



MAN’S NATURE 

•  Compare and contrast Christianity with the worldviews of Dr. Jekyll and Dr. Lanyon (prior to 
the revelation to him by Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde). 

•  Dr. Jekyll 

–  Man is not one, but two.  In every man there are two metaphysical beings.  One has an innate desire 
for goodness and righteousness; the other has an innate , primitive desire for evil. 

•  Dr. Lanyon 

•  Christianity 



SIN 

•  Compare and contrast Christianity with the worldviews of Dr. Jekyll and Dr. Lanyon (prior to 
the revelation to him by Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde). 

•  Dr. Jekyll 

•  Dr. Lanyon 

–  This is not totally clear in the text.  Lanyon appears to believe that what is termed sin would simply 
be uncivilized behavior.  Men do not have a truly wicked side. 

•  Christianity 

 



RIGHTEOUSNESS 

•  Compare and contrast Christianity with the worldviews of Dr. Jekyll and Dr. Lanyon (prior to 
the revelation to him by Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde). 

•  Dr. Jekyll 

•  Dr. Lanyon 

•  Christianity 

–  Man cannot be perfectly righteous in this life.  However, through faith in Christ, we are accounted 
righteous before God, and the Holy Spirit works in our lives to sanctify us.  By this process we are 
enabled more and more to reject sin and follow Christ. 



READING HOMEWORK 

THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. 
JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE 

•  Chapters 9-10 

WORDS OF DELIGHT 

•  none 



ENGRADE HOMEWORK 

•  none 



WRITTEN HOMEWORK 

•  Choose an essay.  Choose one of the following subjects for your essay.  Write a five paragraph essay 
thoroughly discussing your chosen subject.  You will have 2 weeks to complete this assignment. 

–  DUE 03-29-2017 
–  At the beginning of the novel, Dr. Jekyll is in total control of Mr. Hyde, yet at the end of the novel, Mr. Hyde 

is in control of Dr. Jekyll.  Compare and contrast how this reversal came about in the book, with what 
scripture tells us of sin that is not dealt with. 

–  Contrast Dr. Jekyll and Dr. Lanyon in their basic responses to scientific medicine, to metaphysics, to the 
basic nature of evil itself, and to man’s “duality.”  Include your own thoughts, backed by scripture. 

–  Contrast the nature of “good” and “evil,” or “the double” and the “duality” of man’s nature, as presented in 
this novel and as presented in scripture. 

 


